In the standard model there is practically no observable CP-nonconserving effect in 8, decays because of very delicate cancellations. Presence of new physics will disturb these cancellations and change the result dramatically. This is illustrated by consideration of a supersymmetric extension of the standard model. A key ingredient to the calculation is an observable phase which has been overlooked in all previous analyses.
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PACS numbers: 11. 30.Er, 13.20.Jf, 14.40.Jz While the recently measured' value of e'/e is not yet evidence against the standard model, it can be taken as a hint that a deviation from the standard model2 is on the horizon. Heavier than expected top-quark mass or observation of peculiar events at pP colliders will further encourage this line of thought. Supersymmetric partners of quarks, gluons, and gauge bosons may not be hopelessly heavy, or there may be a fourth family of quarks and leptons. Indeed, the only solid experimental restriction is the lack of observation of such particles at e+ e colliders3 (i.e. , masses of new charged particles must be greater than 20 GeV).
There is some indication~that scalar quarks and gluinos are heavier than 60 GeV from pP collider experiments. These bounds are, however, model dependent and require further study. 
r, = h sin@/(I + h2+2h cos@).
(7) It should be emphasized that any M/2'" out of phase with Mt2 and )M/2'") =!Mqq ! will yield large r, .
This may come from new heavy particles contributing to Mtz. Of course, such particles are kinematically forbidden to contribute to I'~z.
We shall now consider r, in a supersymmetric extension of the standard model. 9 The dominant effect comes from the gluino -scalar-quark -quark interactioñ -"-d=g3gd, . UJdj, 
